
Making ePortfolios Work

Exploring Six Seven Practices 
Supporting Student Development 

and Achievement



What 
should 
students
know about
ePortfolios?

What 
ePortfolio 
practices
should 
students 
engage in?









Major as not in the center?
Many connections, vertical as well as horizontal
Role of extra-curricular



Major more integrated with gen ed
Gen ed qualities rather than courses
Role of the personal life



2a. What 
Kind 
of 
Portfolio
Are
You
Composing?



•Course portfolio with outside artifacts

•Major portfolio with outside artifacts—from workplace,

internship, courses in the minor, courses in 

general education

•Service learning/experiential portfolio with artifacts

from courses

•Study abroad portfolio with artifacts from campus

courses, study abroad courses, and experiences

EXAMPLES



An Inventory: Who are You?

1. List of items
2. Annotating: 150 words
3. About me plural: 150 words



JUXTAPOSITION AND ASSOCIATION AS INVENTION

3. Make Six Tentative Selections:
Read across  Them for Themes/Categories/Outcomes____________________________



Put artifact one and artifact two in dialogue: 
How does artifact two

Add
Contradict
Complement
Complicate

what artifact one shows us?

4. Curating Portfolios

Is there a larger theme connecting them?

Choose two artifacts



(Some of) What Was Learned:

“There was a tendency for students to tell 
the story of the process of how the 
artifact was created rather than looking 
at the relationship among the artifacts and 
how that impacted learning.”



“. . . Other students may notice underlying 
themes or consistent underlying ideas 
when they study a set of artifacts and, 
especially, when they are asked to reflect 
on the artifacts.”

Students “were not only selecting ‘best works,’ but 
also materials that would speak to each other in 
interesting ways. e saw students add commentary or 
images to complement work they’d already created 
in order to create connections between and among 
artifacts.”



What Do Students Say?



And Arrangement







5. What about the Visual?

LOOKING AT AND LOOKING THROUGH









6. And Reflection?  What’s the Integrative?



WHAT DO WE KNOW ABOUT VISUAL RHETORIC?



7. Peer Review



Integrative practices contributing to ePortfolios

Thank You!


